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The original premise of multiculturalism as promised was that all of us would be “happy little
vegemites” doing our own things and enhancing Australian values and culture. Instead, like
Europe and England who have virtually open slather immigration our system is going to end
up in disaster like theirs. Their cultures, values and social systems are under pressure from
ideologies and fundamentalism demanding their own ways. Many of these practices are
happening in Australia under the auspices of our Parliamentary system who refuse to debate
or question multiculturalism which appears to be under the UN mandate.
In Australia we adapt to immigrants and refugees. It used to be the other way round. The
UN treaties have a lot to do with the problems - how to save lives they never think of the
effect on other cultures. Just dropping unsuitable refugees or migrants into places, expect
them to be welcomed without knowledge of English and our values and culture is crazy for
them and us.
All you end up with is islands of loneliness despair and insecurity. Neighbourhoods break
down schooling systems are adapted against the home societies and resentment builds about
what used to be; governments doing the right thing with rose coloured glasses for UN treaties
doing nothing about the fears of their own societies and the electorates generally. In essence
the previous immigration system demanded English adaptation and integration. Today is an
unregulated farce where they do what they want to do because globalisation doesn’t fit in
with any one culture and multiculturalism crosses all borders. It suits some ethnic tribal
cultures from Africa and Islam very well because their religion or tribe is their life where the
country is and their outlook doesn’t matter except the end result for them, By their growth
they will soon be a threat.
A Parliamentary enquiry on a subject that is a disaster wherever it has been tried all over the
world has plenty of evidence that has been obvious to everyone else for years.
It simply doesn’t work and the fact it hasn’t been debated in Parliament for decades is a
disgrace and probably unconstitutional. So for an inquiry like this, look at the internet, look
at France, Germany, Holland and Britain. Ask Mr Cameron the British Prime Minister and
most of all take notice of the facts and admit it was a mistake starting this insidious system in
the first place. It threatens Australian culture, our history, our way of life. The UN treaties
hamstrung and limit own Government in policy on multiculturalism. The UN should have no
say on this as our government is elected by Australian voters. What needs to be done:1. A referendum on multiculturalism
2. Immigration policy should be debated in Parliament like the other issues with no prior
agreements
3. Australia should not be subjected to outside pressures on this policy from the UN
4. Deportation or turn around procedures for unsuitable immigrants or refugees should
not be subject to endless appeals
5. The problem with multiculturalism is that gives its rights to immigrants and refugees
that they don’t earn if they know nothing about the values or cultures they are
imposing their views on where they go. In effect this often creates ignorance and

dissent not inclusiveness which should be the ultimate goal. Multiculturalism has been
protected too long by our Parliamentary system by ignoring its obvious glaring
deficits. In effect it discriminates against Australian citizens in the way their fears
about it have been ignored by all levels of government.
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